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\textbf{Abstract:} The Focus Of The Research Based On Four Formulation Of The Problems That May Described As Follows: How Is The Work Ethic Of Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In Mamuju Central Market. This Research Using Qualitative Approach With Descriptive Method. Techniques Of Data Collection Are Done Through Observation, In-Depth Interviews, Documentation And triangulation. Then, Further Data Were Analyzed By Using Inductive Method Based On Descriptive Analysis. The Design And Approach In This Research Is Qualitative Design Method With Case Study Approach, Focus On Mamuju Central Market In Mamuju Regency. The Result Showed That: The Work Ethic Of Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In Mamuju Central Market, Mamuju Regency, Has A Great Power Of Struggle In Running Their Business, Because: 1) They Are Living Far Away From Homeland Or Are In The Land Of Others, So They Have To Work Hard, Tenacious, Perseverance, Patient, Persistent And Never Give Up, Has Great Motivation, Discipline, Not Lazy, Oftenly Pray To Allah SWT, 2) And Also Influenced By Local Work Culture / Local Wisdom And The Existence Of Family Support. 3) The Time They Need Is About 9 - 10 Hours A Day In Running Their Business.
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\textbf{I. INTRODUCTION}

Today, We Often See Women Actively Engaged In Activities In Public Sector, One Of Them Is In The Trading Sector, As A Trader. Being A Trader For Women Is Indeed An Option (Alternative). Therefore, Working Women Would Also Like To Be Acknowledged That They Can Be Successful As Well As Male Traders And Also For The Sake Of Demands As An Existence, In Which Women Engage Themselves To Increase Their Family's Economic Growth Beside Their Role In The Household. To Achieve This Achievement Women Have A Higher Level Of Motivation And Patience Than Men. The Success Of Female Traders Proves That Women Have Same Opportunities, Chances And Opportunities To Earn Income And Profit From Their Economic Involvement. It Is All Done With A Discipline And A Great Work Ethic.

The Work Ethic Of Female Traders Causes Them To Apply The Principle Of Independent Living And Not To Depend On Others. To Fulfill Daily Needs, Female Traders As A Part Of The Household Should Also Be Able To Earn A Lot Of Income. Typically, They Work To Provide For Needs Family Or Increase The Family Income By Participating In Trading Activities. Women's Participation In Business Activities In The Market Can Enlarge The Family's Economic Income.

The Involvement Of Women In The Working World Is Actually Not A New Phenomenon To The People Of Indonesia. The Dual Role Of Women, As Managers Of Households And As Workers Has Become A Profession Of Women In General. In Relation To The Statement, The Results Of Pujiwati's Research (Rauf, 17) Say That Female Workers In Rural Areas In Livelihood Activities Is A Common Phenomenon In Society. However, There Is Still A Perception In Society About Women In Business Or Trade That Puts Their Position Lower In The Structure And Classification Of Public Works.

According to Indarwati’s Research (2011, P.7), the involvement of women in informal sector is spending 9 to 10 hours (37.50% - 41.67%) in trading, while the effective time allocation for household affairs is only ranging from 5 to 7 hours a day or equivalent to 20.83% - 29.17% of their total time of day. Furthermore, the result of Raut’s research (2008: 51) shows that the number of working hours of female worker for economic activity (market), turns out to be greater than 7 hours per day who working full time, while the average hours of working for home activities are at intervals 5-7 hours a day.

Furthermore, immigrant women who work as traders in establishing a business have some problems when it compared with the opposite sex. The problem faced by immigrant women as traders in running their business has a dual role as a housewife and as a business woman. In addition, the problems that usually happen to the immigrant women who work as a trader in the market is the problem of time, social problems (mindset and behavior of local communities, customs and family demands), and the problem of intercultural interaction. This happens because of social stratum in traditional markets. Social stratum is usually determined by the type of commodity marketed and the amount of treasure or business capital owned by the trader.

The existence of Mamuju central market is unique in the presence of immigrant women who work as traders which dominate the market but there is no conflict among the local people. They come from Bugis tribe, Mandar tribe, Javanese, Makassar, Chinese and others, and sell various products with their own distinctive style and characteristic. It seems that it is already growing awareness in terms of gender differences. Means, there is no difference in making a living in oversea between men and women. Husband and wife in a family work hand in hand to trade that has become his life choice. This is in accordance with the concept of the value of the Mandar tribe is "Siwaliparri". This concept comes from an understanding that there is togetherness and equality between women and men in the provision of life. Mandar women, primarily housewives, both in rural areas and in coastal areas, help their husbands in working on economic value activities to support the life-cycle of their family life.

(Sriesagimoon, 2009, P.94)

The number of traders in Mamuju central market is about 700 people come from various tribes. From that total number, the number of female traders as many as 455 people and male traders as many as 245 people. From 455 female traders, 364 of them are comer traders. (Dinas Perindag Mamuju & Forum Pasar, 2012). In that market, immigrant women who work as traders earn a living together and side by side in narrow stalls and stand. However, although they are come from different ethnic groups they never in conflict because they are determined to unite while serving the buyer in the context of daily intercourse. They have close relationships with fellow traders and with their customers.

From the results of pre-research interviews with some immigrant women who work as traders in Mamuju central market, information obtained that there is an improvement in the family’s economy from running their business. It can be seen that at the beginning of their trade, they do not have their own house, but now they already have it, motorcyckles, cars, even some of them have gone up to fulfill the fifth pillar of Islam (Haj Pilgrimage) and can send their children to college.

Furthermore, until now there has been no research that focuses on the phenomenon of work ethic of immigrant women as traders. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth study of the work ethic of immigrant women who work as a trader. As most of the immigrant women entering an area is usually rather difficult to obtain formal jobs, so they are more free to find non-formal jobs that start from small-scale trading until finally developing into a medium or large trading. Encouraged by the absence of study about the work ethic of immigrant women who work as traders which explore deeply about the great work ethic possessed by immigrant women as traders. So I nudge myself to break the initial foundation for the development of the study of work ethic of immigrant women who work as traders in the context of sociology studies.

The existence of empirical facts about the increasing economic growth of immigrant women who work as traders in running their trading business, surely need good work ethic and discipline to gain an appreciation for their achievement in managing their business. Their great and strong work ethic is genetically derived, or patterned because of the socio-cultural factors that surround their daily lives. A great work ethic among them can be caused by many factors, such as religion, self-esteem and family support. The successful of immigrants women as traders will not mean anything without family support. Family support will bring a sense of security, confidence, and useful energy to solve the difficulties that exist. A great work ethic of immigrant women as traders in the Mamuju central market has good prospects in socio-economic life because they already have a good standard of living, attitude and behavior change. Therefore, it is better for immigrant women who work as traders in Mamuju central market needs to be a mature person in running their business continuously because it is one of the asset that driving the acceleration of regional economic development.
Based on the phenomenon and background above, the researcher interested to study more deeply especially the work ethic of immigrant women who work as traders. Therefore, the researcher research are interested in conducting research related to it by choosing the title "The Work Ethic Of Immigrant Women (Case Study On Traders In Mamuju Central Market, Mamuju Regency)." Based on the background, then the researcher state the research problem as follows: how does the work ethic of immigrant women who work as traders in Mamuju central market?

The aim of this research is to study and analyze about:

1. The work ethic of immigrant women who work as traders in Mamuju central market, Mamuju Regency.

A quick glimpse of the history of our society shows a significant relation between the depth of religious life and enthusiasm in economic life. Certain groups who run religious activity more seriously in their social and personal life, seem more able to adapt to economic life. This tendency is now become extinct since political policies when Indonesia independent changed the economic order of our society. Especially since the early 1970s when the government emerged as an agent of economic change, it was wide open for all members of society to be involved in economic activities. Consequently meaningful interconnections between the depths of religious appreciation and excitement in economic life now live as a mere stereotype (Usman, 2010: 99). Therefore, to hack economic hardship or poverty is hard work. But in reality, many people we see work hard but still have not been able to overcome their problem with terms of economic difficulties.

Thus, each person has a different work ethic according to his personal background, his religious values, his environmental and natural conditions, and the surrounding community. The work ethic is also a feature that distinguishes one community or group from another.

Furthermore, sociologists define ethic as cultural traits, which the tools of a group distinguish themselves and show their identity differently from other groups. In another sense, ethic is the basic attitude of a person or group of people in doing certain activities. Thus, the work ethic is one's basic attitude in working, (Yusuf, 2011: 62)

The work ethic is a fundamental attitude toward self and the world emitted in life. Thus, ethic is an evaluative aspect that evaluate, (Clifford Geerts In Usman, 2010: 100).

Furthermore, according to Toto Kasasaran In Maisarah (2009: 3) that the work ethic is the total of his personality as well as his way of expressing, believing and giving meaning to something which encourages him to act and achieve an optimal charity so that the pattern of relationships between human beings and other creatures can be well established. Work ethic is associated with several important things such as:

a. Orientation to the future, everything is well planned, both time, and condition for the future to be better than past.

b. Appreciating time with time discipline is crucial for efficiency and work effectiveness.

c. Responsibility, which gives the assumption that the work is something that must be done with diligence and sincerity.

d. Thrifty and simple, which is something that different from living wastefully, so how the outcome is useful for the future,

e. Healthy competition, namely by push yourself to work and not easily to broken spirit and increase level of creativity.

In line with the argument, Raharjo Daman In Malik (2013: 12), defines that work ethic as a basic attitude pattern that has grown and influenced a person's behavior consistently and continuously.

Further, according to Sinamo In Darodjat (2015: 76), the work ethic is a set of positive behaviors rooted in fundamental beliefs accompanied by total commitment to an integral work paradigm. According to him, if an organization, or a community adheres to the paradigm of work, trust, and committed to the paradigm of work, all of those will be reflected to their attitude and the behavior of their typical work. That's what will become a work culture.

Thus, hard work is not how hard the work but hard work is something that marks our quality as workers. Hard work is a human issue, not a job problem. Someone is said to have hard work if the man has exerted his physical and mental energy to run, complete, and improve the quality of his/her work (Dinsi, 2011: 46).

According Jajang In Budimansyah, (2004: 188-191) below are some of the characteristics who appreciate the work ethic:

1. Has leadership
2. Always calculate
3. Appreciate the time
4. Live frugality and efficiently
5. Desire to be independent
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6. Tenacious, Never Give Up
7. Macro-Insightful Universal
8. Productivity Oriented
9. Expanding The Network In Terms Of Hospitality


II. METHODS OF THE RESEARCH

Using Qualitative Methods, The Researcher Try To Do And Express The Problem Of This Research Comprehensively And Objectively Based On The True Facts. While The Type Of This Qualitative Research Is By Descriptive Analysis Method, Which Is Undertaken. The Author Is To Explore The Problems Of Research And Make Interpretation Of The Facts That Occur In The Form Of Descriptive Intact And Objective. Thus, The Author Uses A Qualitative-Naturalistic Descriptive Research Approach On The Holistic Observation Of The Work Ethic Of Immigrant Women As Traders In Mamuju Central Market.

The Location Of The Research Is In Mamuju Central Market, Mamuju Regency. The Location Is A Traditional Market Established Long Time Ago With Number Of Traders Is Approximately 700 People From Various Tribes, The Number Of Female Traders Is As Much As 455 People And Male Traders As Many As 245 People, While The Number Of Immigrants Women Traders Are 364 People.

Types Of Data Used In This Study Are Primary Data And Secondary Data. Primary Data Obtained From The Informants Or Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders That Working At The Research Location. Research Data Includes Matters Relating To Work Ethic, Immigrant Women As Traders. Secondary Data Obtained Through Bibliographic Data And Documentation And Also Reports That Exist In The Related Agency.

In This Study, The Informants Were Chosen Purposively According To The Needs Of Research Conducted With Snow Ball Technique. Informant Consists Of People Who Are Considered To Know The Object Of Research And Stall Are In The Area Of Mamuju Central Market. By Considering The Immigrant Women As Traders From Various Tribes Totally 11 People, 1 Market Manager And 1 Person From Market Traders Forum. In Detail, Informants In This Study Consisted Of:
1. Mandar Tribe: 2 People
2. Bugis Tribe: 3 People
3. Makassar Tribe: 2 People
4. The Javanese: 2 People
5. Enrekang Tribe: 2 People
6. Head Of Market Manager: 1 Person
7. Officer Of Mamuju Central Market: 1 Person

To Obtain The Validity Of The Data From The Interviews In Each Location Where The Study Held, Observations Were Also Made. Observation Is Done To Complete And Tested The Result Of Interview Given By Informant Comprehensively Or Can Not Be Able To Describe All Kinds Of Event / Situation From What We Wanted, In This Case Writer Go And See Directly How Do The Work Ethic Of Immigrant Woman Who Work As Traders.

In This Study, Conducted With Participation Observation And The Type Of Observation Used Is Passive Participation Observation. Participate Observations In Qualitative Data Collection Researcher Observe Directly By See, Feel And Interpret The Variety Of Activities, Various Events And Social Symptom That Occurred Against The Object Under Study, Which Relates To Work Ethic Of Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders.

In-Depth Interviews Were Conducted Informally To Explore The Views Of The Subject Under Study. In-Depth Interviews In This Regard Are Conducted At The Appropriate Time To Obtain Detailed And In-Depth Data, And Can Be Done More Than Once In Accordance With The Needs Of The Study. This Interview Technique Especially Researcher Did To Immigrant Women As A Trader In Mamuju Central Market. This Is
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Also Done To Some Mamuju Central Market Manager To Get Data And Facts Objectively (Triangulation), In Depth Interview.

After The Data Of The Research Is Obtained, Then The Next Step, The Researcher Performs A Qualitative Data Analysis That Is Inductive With Good Data Analysis Process, Before Entering, During And After Finish In Field And Done Continuously To Find Conclusion, By Using Analysis Model Flow (Flow Model Of Analysis).

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The Hard Work For Immigrant Women Is The Primary Asset For Trader To Achieve Success. They Had To Work Hard And Be Discipline To Manage Time In Running His Business. They Should Set The Time Based On The Art Of Life Of A Trader, Get Up Early To Be Ready To Work And Work And Do Not Have Too Long Rest Until Nightfall. This, As Proposed By Some Immigrant Women Working As Trader, Such As; Informant Hj. Arifah, Is An Immigrant Woman Who Work As Trader In The Mamuju Central Market From Soppeng, South Sulawesi (Bugis Tribe), 46 Years Old, Married, Business Owner, Junior High School. According To Her Recognition As Follows:


The Same Thing Was Also Said By Informant Mh (Maharani), An Immigrant Woman Who Work As Trader In Mamuju Central Market From Central Java (Javanese), 31 Years Old, Married, Business Owner, Senior High School. Having 2 Children Who Are Study In Elementary School And Kindergarten. According To His Confession In Improving Work Ethic In Trading As Follows:


From The Statement Above, Some Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In The Central Market Mentioned. They Work To Sustain The Economic Needs Of Themselves And Their Families Derived From Income Earned By Working From Morning To Night And Sometimes Withstand The Nagging Sense During The Day, Patient, Tenacious, Never Give Up And Work Diligently, Discipline And Not Lazy And Pray To Allah SWT So That Her Business Is blessed To Rise Income Or Increase Income In Trade. Moreover, They Are Encouraged Because They Feel That They Live Abroad Or In Someone Else Village, Then They Have To Work Hard By Synergizing The Principles Of Local Work Culture Each Tribe, So They Find The Identity Of A Market Trader With A Prosperous Economic Life Of The Social Status And Religious.


This Is Because They Have A Philosophy Of Life That The Most Important For Human To Posses Is Hard Work, Especially When They Think That Work Is Worship And It Is Also Influenced By The Local Work Culture Of Each Female Immigrant Owned (Bugis - Makassar Tribe) That Is "Reso (Perseverance / Abstinence)
And "Siri" (Shame, Honor Or Self-Esteem), Mandar "Maqijamaotau (Working)" And "Siwaliparri" (Si Means Respects, Wali Means Help And Parri Means Difficult, So That Means Help Each Other, Work Together (Mutual Cooperation) And Hard To Be Shared Or Togetherness And Equality Of The Role Of Women And Men In Providing For Life. Mandar Women Primarily Housewives, Both In Rural And Coastal Areas, Helped Her Husband In Doing Activities In Improving The Family Economy. To Support The Economic Life Of The Family And The Tribe Of Java "Donation Of Husband And Wife (Duwit Lanang: Male Money) And (Duwit Wedok Is Female Money).


Furthermore, This Is Also Similar With Sinungan's Opinion (2008, P.141-142) That Steps That Can Be Taken In Developing Work Ethic Such As: 1) Increasing Productivity Through The Growth Of Work Ethic, Can Be Done Through Directed Education. Education Must Lead To The Formation Of A Mental Attitude Of Development, A Positive Attitude Or Character As A Developmental Human Characterized By Initiative, Creative, Risk-Taking, Systematic And Skeptic.2) The Education System Needs To Be Tailored To The Needs Of Development That Requires Various Skills And Also Creative Skills To Improve Creativity, Productivity, Quality And Work Efficiency. Various Vocational And Politechnical Education Needs To Be Expanded And Upgraded.3) In Continuing And Improving Development, Indonesian Cultural Values Should Be Developed And Fostered In Order To Foster A Sense Of Price And Nationality And To Strengthen Unity.4) National Displants Should Be Continually Nurtured And Developed To Gain A Sense Of Mental Attitude Productive Human Beings.5) Promote Community Participation, Promote And Encourage Changes In Society About The Behavior, Attitudes And Psychology Of The Community.6) Grow Motivation, From A Worker's Point Of View, Work Means Sacrifice, Whether It Is Sacrifice Of Leisure And Enjoyment Of Life While Wages Are A Compensation For All Their Sacrifices.

Hard Work, Perseverance, Tenacity And Discipline Are The Basic Elements Of Work Ethics That Are Followed By Religious Values And Local Cultural Values Of Work Resulting In Time And Opportunity That Can Be Used And Enabled And Utilized Opti- Mally To Gain An Economic Increase Level And Additional Income Which Is Greater In Sustaining The Sustainability Of Economic Needs And The Religious Values It Holds Has Significance In The Life Of An Expatriate Woman Who Is A Market Entrepreneur In The Mamuju Central Market. This Is In Line With Weber's Opinion (In Suyanto, 2013: 20-21), Saying That Protestant Theology, Especially The Calvinist Sect, Encourages People To Rationally Accumulate To The World On The One Hand, And On The Other It Also Encourages People To Live Ascetic-Simple, Diligent In Worship, And Life Sparingly. This Attitude Of Life Is Developed By The People To Obtain God's Favor, So They Feel They Are The Ones Whom God Chooses. Work, For Protestant Ethics Is Done Because It Is Considered As A Calling Or A Sacred Duty From God. Calvinists Believe That Life Must Be Sought Through Hard Work, And They Are Convinced That Life Must Be Dedicated To Efficiency And Rationality In Order That Human Work To Be Maximum As What God Wants.

Although Their Level Of Education Is Not Very High, Immigrant Women Entrepreneurs Have The Motivation, Attitude And Commitment To Apply The Moral Principles Embodied By Hard Work, Tenacity, Perseverance, Patience, Discipline Combined With The Local Work Culture Of Each Tribe And Sticking To Religious And Ancestral Values That They Have So They Can Find Themselves As An Immigrant Women As Traders In Mamuju Central Market With A Rich Economic Life And Can Raise The Dignity Of Their Social Status.

The Process Of Increasing And Growing Economic And Religious For Immigrant Women As Traders In Mamuju Central Market Indicates That Their Great Work Ethic Has Been United With Local Work Culture. Where The Informants Already Have Some Assets Such As Own Homes, Land, And Vehicles And Can Help Families In The Village As Well As Sending Children And Pilgrimage. With The Economic Reality That Has

**Immigrant Women As Traders In Managing Time**

As The Status Of Immigrant Women As Traders, They Still Remain Their Role As Housewives And Family Members And Members Of The Community. It Is Not Easy To Do But Has An Art Because It Requires Management To Divide The Time For Each Role. Therefore It Is Necessary To Divide The Task Between Husband And Wife In Terms Of Family And Business. From Evening Till Morning, Female Traders Prepare Themselves And Go To The Market. When Back Home In The Midday Or In The Afternoon, She Has To Do Household Chores And Sometimes Help Their Husband. Wash The Clothes And Dishes, Cooking, Bathing The Children, Take The Children To School, And Prepare Dinner And Supper Which Is A Job That Still Has To Do Regularly.

Here Are The Interviews With Informants On How To Manage Time Between Trading And Family. The Informants, Erna, Hj. Arifah, Asma, Rasdiana, Hj. Hasmar, Hj. Syamsia, Hj. Siti Johar, Jumiati, And Namira, According To Their Confession As Follows:

“In Terms Of Managing The Time To Take Care Of The Family, I Am Assisted By My Husband, Before Going To The Market In The Morning, I Prepare Breakfast And The Needs For The Family, Then Take The Children To School And Kindergarten And Then Go To The Market Immediately And Alternately Take Care Of The Children Education With Y Husband. The Time I Need To Run My Business Is Around 9-10 Hours A Day.”

From The Statement Of Some Female Traders Mentioned Above, They Manage The Time Well Between The Trading And Family By Take Care Of The Family First Then Deal With The Trade And Assisted By The Husband, Such As Preparing Breakfast And Family Needs And Then Take Their Kids To School And Go To Market. Thus, Despite Their Status (Immigrant Women) As Traders, They Are Still Run Role As Housewives And Members Of The Community. It Is Not Easy To Do But Requires An Art In Managing Time For Each Of These Roles. This Is In Line With Hubie's Opinion, (2010, P.239-241) Empirically, The Role Of Women Inside And Outside The Household, Raises The Complexity Of Functions And Obligations That Require Them To Be Able To Properly Predict And Allocate Their Potential, Ie When And Where Duties As A Wife, Mother, Domestic Manager, Community Member And Worker (Breadwinner) Must Be Played. This Hope Demands The Supra Management Ability Of Women In Adjusting Themselves To Socio-Cultural And Religious Values.

In The Community Of Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders Related To Household Charge With A Broad Family System Is Still Strong. Usually The One Who Take Charge In Taking Care Of Children Remain Depend On The Mother, And The Children Socialize Not Only With Their Own Family But Also From People Around The Environment. The Role Of Grandparents, Grandmothers, Neighbors, Friends, And Relatives Is Huge. They Are The Ones Who Help And Provide Safety For Children For Female Traders. The Time Allocation Devoted By Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In Mamuju Central Market Takes 9 To 10 Hours A Day In Average Within The 24-Hour Timeframe Of Running The Business Presented In The Following Table.

**Table 1. Schedule Of Activities From An Immigrant Woman Who Work As Trader In Mamuju Central Market**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Wife Activities</th>
<th>Husband Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04.00 – 05.00 Am</td>
<td>Wake Up, Do Pray Shubuh</td>
<td>Wake Up, Pray Shubuh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.00 – 06.00 Am</td>
<td>Prepare Breakfast, Tidy The Bed And Wash Clothes</td>
<td>Clean The Motorcycle And Car And Watch TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.00 – 07.00 Am</td>
<td>Breakfast, Prepare The School Needs Of Children</td>
<td>Breakfast, Help To Prepare The Children's School Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.00 – 08.00 Am</td>
<td>Clean The House And Yard And Deliver The Children To School Sweeping, Preparing Items To Be Brought To Market</td>
<td>Take The Kids To School,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00 – 09.00 Am</td>
<td>At The Market</td>
<td>Accompany Wife To Arrange Goods, Go To The Office, The Market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.00 - 12.00 Am</td>
<td>At The Market</td>
<td>Accompany Wife In Market,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.00 – 1.00 Pm</td>
<td>Praying Dzuhur, Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 – 4.00 Pm</td>
<td>At The Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00 – 6.00 Pm</td>
<td>At The Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00 - 7.00 Pm</td>
<td>At Home, Socialize With The Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.00 – 8.00 Pm</td>
<td>At Home, Dinner, Social Relations, Isha Prayer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00 – 10.00 Pm</td>
<td>Watch TV, Socialize With The Community, Spend Time With Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00 Pm - 04.00 Am</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table Above Shows That Despite The Immigrant Women Play The Role As Traders In Mamuju Central Market, They Are More Dominant In Allocating Their Time In Managing Their Business; However The Role As Housewives Is Not Completely Abandoned. Starting From Preparing Breakfast, Tidying The Bed, Washing Clothes And Cleaning The House In The Morning They Still Run. While The Cooking Activities For Lunch And Dinner Are Run By The Family Members, Both The Women’s Mother In-Laws And Parents As Well As Other Family Members From Husband And Wife. Because More Family Members Play A Role In Cooking, And Cleaning The House, That Is Why These Activities Are Occasionally Performed By The Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders.

However, Sometimes There Are Family Members Who Have Been Running Their Lead Role Is Not At Home, And Then The Role Would Be Carried Out By Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders. This Shows That The Differentiation Of Roles Between Women And Men Does Not Occur In Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In The Role Of Traders In Mamuju Central Market. Thus, It Indicates The Existence Of Role Expansion, Which Is Double Role In The Domestic Sector As Well As In The Trade Sector.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based On The Results Of The Research As Described Above, The Research Conclusions Can Be Stated As Follows:

1. The Work Ethic Of Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In Mamuju Central Market, Mamuju Regency Is Huge. They Have A Great Motivation In Running Their Business. This Is Because They Do Not Live In Their Homeland Otherwise, They Live In The Land Of Other People, So They Have To Work Hard, Tenaciously, Patient, Seriously, Never Give Up And Diligently, Discipline, Not Lazy And Often Pray To Allah SWT So That The Business Is Blessed In An Effort To Increase Income, And This Is Also Influenced By The Local Work Culture Of Each Of Immigrant Women (Bugis - Makassar Tribe), Namely "Reso And’ Siri ”, Mandar” Maqjamaota And “Siwaliparri” And Javanese ”Duwit Lanang And Duwit Wedok And The Existence Of The Family Support.

2. Managing The Time, The Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In Mamuju Central Market Play More Dominant Role To Allocate The Time In Run Their Business, But The Role As A Housewife Does Not Completely Abandoned. Starting From Prepare The Breakfast, Tidy The Bed, Wash Clothes And Clean The House In The Morning They Still Do. The Time Spend By The Immigrant Women Who Work As Traders In Mamuju Central Market Is 9 To 10 Hours A Day Within A 24-Hour To Run Their Business.
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